Homonyms

1. The ____________ is the son of the king.
   prince  prints

2. I like the way my teacher ____________, it's very neat.
   prince  prints

3. __________ your arm before you ask a question.
   rays   raise

4. The ____________ from the sun are very hot today.
   rays   raise

5. Do you like _________ music?
   wrap   rap

6. Remember to __________ the present and put a bow on it.
   wrap   rap

7. He likes the color ____________.
   red    read

8. I _____________ the book in one night, it was so good.
   red    read

9. My rod needs a new fishing ____________.
   reel    real

10. I thought the flowers were ____________, they don't look like plastic.
    reel    real